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THE
CLIMATE SOLVER 
PLATFORM
WWF-India

Climate Solver is a climate innovations platform developed 
by WWF to strengthen the development and widespread 
use of low carbon technologies, which radically or 
transformatively reduce carbon-dioxide emissions or 
provide energy access. The platform stimulates the diffusion 
of innovative low carbon technologies and also generates 
awareness about them along with the overall value of 
innovation as an immediate and practical solution to climate 
change.

A climate innovation, by WWF’s definition, is a transformative technology that, given 
favourable conditions, will generate significant* annual greenhouse gas reduction or 
substantially contribute to improved energy access in ten years (i.e. from 2027 and 
onwards)  if applied at scale.
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* >20 million tonnes of GHG reduction. Exceptions may apply for highly promising and innovative solutions with potential for 
long-term disruptive change



Climate change has become an increasingly important global challenge. In order to 
deal with the threat of climate change, the Indian government is committed to reducing 
the emission intensity of its GDP by 33-35% over 2005 levels, by 2030. For achieving 
this target, the government has stipulated a series of policies and actions. WWF-India 
believes that in order to meet the challenge of climate change and the national target 
of emission reduction, it is imperative to enable the transition of the economy towards 
sustainable energy and resource consumption. WWF sees climate innovation as 
instrumental in bringing this transition towards a sustainable economy. 
WWF aims to promote the widespread use of innovative low carbon technologies 
and sustainable clean energy solutions that enhance energy access. Thus, Climate 
Solver was launched in India in 2012. Through Climate Solver, WWF-India aims to 
identify and highlight the problems, barriers and challenges faced at the crucial stage 
of research and development (R&D) as well as market uptake and exemplify other 
hindrances that prevent society from benefitting from these technologies. It hopes 
to attract the attention of clean energy innovation ecosystem stakeholders (such as 
investors, incubators/accelerators, companies and policymakers) who are instrumental 
in improving the conditions and building entrepreneurs’ capacity of developing and 
promoting low carbon innovative technology. 

Climate Solvers are small and medium-sized enterprises that are characterized 
as innovative firms with the potential to become leaders in India and the world 
in tackling climate change. They are selected as Climate Solvers based on their 
development of cutting-edge technologies that contribute to reducing carbon 
emissions or enabling energy access through sustainable clean energy solutions. They 
have robust business plans for their proprietary technology and ambitions for large-
scale deployment of their climate innovation, both nationally and globally. Innovative 
business models for scale up are encouraged.

ABOUT 
CLIMATE SOLVER

Climate Solver in 
India

Who are Climate 
Solvers?

KNOW US BETTER
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Improved Biomass Cookstoves

ARUN ® Dish: Fresnel Paraboloid Solar Concentrator System 

Radiant Cooling Solution for Building SectorLow Cost Smart AC Solar Micro Grid



• Develop a long term partnership with WWF-India and contribute towards global 
efforts to mitigate climate change.

• Opportunity to provide added value to member companies and enterprises to 
communicate effectively and improve network outreach within the field of climate 
innovation.

• Enhance visibility of the Partner’s organization.
• Opportunity to channel recommendations for climate innovation deployment to key 

decision-makers via WWF.

• Nominate climate entrepreneurs to the Climate Solver platform in accordance with 
the specified criteria.

• Help ensure a high level of quality and credibility throughout the Climate Solver 
selection process, e.g. facilitate data collection and evaluation of the climate 
innovations potential for submitted nominations.

• Through participation in formal and informal ways contribute experience and views 
on the development and dissemination of climate innovations.

• Contribute in expanding the outreach of Climate Solver by sharing the information 
with relevant stakeholders.

Benefits

Responsibilities

Climate Solver Partners are stakeholders like innovation incubators, industrial 
associations and business networks that play an important role in helping and 
supporting local small and medium sized enterprises in enhancing their climate 
innovation solutions.

Who are Climate 
Solver Partners?

CLIMATE SOLVER 
PARTNERS

GET INFORMED

• WWF and Climate Solver Partners identify potential Climate Solvers. WWF-India also directly reaches out to 
companies for nominations.

• Based on a WWF calculation methodology and expert evaluations, Climate Solvers are selected and awarded on 
an annual basis.

• In an effort to catalyze an enabling environment for climate innovations, WWF communicates the potential of 
awarded Climate Solver technologies as well as the problems faced by the low carbon innovative SMEs (visit 
www.climatesolver.org for details).

• WWF further discusses with clean energy innovation ecosystem stakeholders, including Climate Solver Partners, 
to identify the major challenges and suitable measures for promoting low carbon technologies and enabling 
energy access.

• WWF organizes regional networking events connecting local SMEs with other clean energy innovation ecosystem 
stakeholders.

• WWF provides business development support and facilitates linkages to select SMEs to ensure a clear pathway 
to maturity, scale, and financial stability. It aims to deepen the relationship between the Climate Solver platform 
and the investor community.

• WWF uses various communication tools to raise levels of engagements among key stakeholders and to increase 
the public profile of clean energy innovators.PL
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Launch of Climate Solver All**

Call for nominations WWF-India

Introduction to companies Climate Solver Partners

Regional networking events WWF-India

Nominations submitted Climate Solver Partners

Initial screening and selection WWF-India

Calculation of potential for CO2 reduction/ enhanced energy access WWF (with external technical support)

Final selection of Climate Solvers WWF-India, Expert Panel

Agreement with Climate Solver companies WWF-India 

Develop communication material/tools (Films, Factsheets, Newsletters, Email 
updates, Webpage, Hub)

All

Provide business development support and facilitate linkages to financial opportu-
nities to select SMEs (awardees/applicants)

WWF-India with third party support

Promotion of Climate Solvers All

**WWF-India, Climate Solver Partners, and Expert Panel

• Increase the visibility and credibility of the company as a climate innovation leader, 
with potential to become a green pioneer in the sector.

• Opportunities for networking and attracting support from potential partners.
• Expand the outreach in existing market space and improve business opportunities.
• Enhanced exposure through communication tools such as films, hub, webpage, etc.

CLIMATE SOLVER
NOMINEES

• The company's low carbon technology is in post-pilot stage. The technology is 
available to the market, even though it may have a small market share.

•  The company must own its low carbon innovative technology; either it has 
intellectual property rights (IPR) or has a legal agreement with the holder of the 
IPR, preferably in the technology field of Energy, Living, Moving or other enabling 
products and services.

• The technology should be able to deliver significant* carbon emissions reduction per 
year, or substantially contribute to improved energy access, from 2027 and onwards.

• The company must have a clear and robust business plan focusing on further 
development and promotion of its innovation. Innovative business models that have 
a potential for scale-up are encouraged.

• The company must have good communication capacity and a professional website 
(which may be linked to the international website: www.climatesolver.org).

• Accept and facilitate the evaluation carried out by WWF- India and the expert panel, 
to assess the potential of carbon emissions reduction and/or improved energy access 
of its technology in the global market.

• Be willing to share experience with others including the participants of Climate 
Solver and attend at least one of the public activities organized by WWF - India each 
year.

• Agree to follow the branding and promotion rules of WWF.

Benefits

Requirements#

Obligations
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# The company should be registered in India.



HOW TO BECOME 
A WWF CLIMATE 
SOLVER?

• Name of the company, its owners and key staff.
• The name of the innovative technology, as well as a description of the current 

development status (e.g. R&D stage, prototype, market entry, expansion).
• The performance of the innovative technology based on indicators such as energy 

efficiency, use of renewable energy, reduction or elimination of emissions etc, that 
can be verified by a third party.

• The current achievements and the future potential for enhancing energy access 
through adoption of sustainable clean energy solutions.

• The financial information about the company:
◊ The current stage of funding of the company (Bootstrapped/Seed Capital/

Angel Investor Funding/Venture Capital Financing - Series A/B/C/IPO).
◊ The primary source of funding, the size of the last/most recent investment 

the firm has obtained in the last one year and, the name of the organizations/
fund(s) that the capital has been sourced from. 

◊ The plan of funding for future growth, the preference and reason for the type 
of funding and, the range of investment requirements of the company(0-25 
Lakhs/25-50 Lakhs/50 Lakhs-1 Cr./1-5Cr./5-10Cr./>10 Cr.).

• The company’s location and target market space,and potential geographical sphere 
and global beneficiaries of the technology/energy solution.

• A brief plan of future development, promotion and diffusion. The company is 
encouraged to submit its innovative business model for scale up, if applicable.

• Current and future challenges for the company.

Nominations should be submitted in the form of a brief business plan for selection 
by WWF-India and the expert panel.

The business plan should include:

JOIN US
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THE FUTURE OF 
THE CLIMATE 
SOLVER
Climate Solver is one of the important projects of WWF in the field of low carbon 
innovation. It was launched by WWF - Sweden in 2008, globally in 2011, as a platform 
to encourage and support low carbon innovative technologies that contribute towards  
mitigating climate change. In India, Climate Solver was launched in 2012, and in the 
last five years, seventeen companies have been awarded (seven in the energy access 
category and ten in the GHG reduction category).  

Climate Solver seeks to provide relevant and continuous support through the network 
and resources of WWF and beyond, making the platform one of the best and most 
influential in India. 

In the future, Climate Solver will enhance its outreach as an international low carbon 
platform, by displaying the best technologies worldwide. The project aims to facilitate 
an enabling policy and financial environment for developing, transferring and diffusing 
innovative technologies.

FUTURE
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For more information about Climate Solver 
and how to partner with WWF–India

CONTACT 

www.climatesolver.org

Ms Sakshi Gaur
Communications Officer,
Climate Change & Energy, WWF-India
sgaur@wwfindia.net


